This Body Which is (Not) Mine:
Blackness, Gender, and the Antagonism
of Embodiment
Nicholas Eppert
“Mon ultime priére: Ô mon corps, fais de moi toujours un homme qui interroge!
[My ultimate prayer: Oh my body, make of me always a man who questions!]”
—Frantz Fanon

Can the Black manifest itself1 or make itself appear in and through Gender? Is the
Gendered body that the Black ontologically manifests as its own body (corps), its
own self (soi-même), or is it rather a “ruse of embodiment”? This is a complex question which requires an analysis of the psychoanalytic vicissitudes and reversals of
Black desire, embodiment, identification, and (mis)recognition. I aim to establish
that a fundamental ontologico-psychic antagonism exists between the Black and
Gender, in the dimension of the lived experience of embodiment. This “psychesoma”2 of Gender does not belong to the Black, but is an imposition of the (White)
Human Unconscious. Because this question is so bound up with identity, I begin
with the question of what the Black considers itself to be, first and foremost, and
how this experience could unfold, so that the Black might understand its Gender as
a mask. For that reason, this investigation should be read as if it were a psychoanalytic encounter, or the unraveling of a dialectical process between Blackness and
Gender in which subsequent realizations retroactively sublate previous ones until
sublation is no longer possible and the pure negation (of Gender) remains the only
option.
On the Fundamental Antagonism Between Blackness and Gender
I. Black Experience and the Problem of Masked-Méconnaissance

What is Black experience? Frank Wilderson III obliquely approaches this question
by asserting a fundamental antagonism between the (White) Human and Blackness, for “whereas Humans exist on some plane of being and thus can become existentially present through some struggle for, of, or through recognition, Blacks
cannot reach this plane.”3 The antagonism is of two conflicting ontological structures. This is because “for the Black, freedom is an ontological, rather than experiential, question (my italics).”4 Why ontological rather than experiential?
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Wilderson’s point is that the perception of freedom for the Black is in fact a méconnaissance of the ontological structure of the (White) Human, which is itself, enslaving. The notion of méconnaissance (or misrecognition) is intimately tied to Lacan’s
articulation of the “mirror stage” in the which the previously fragmented body of
the child libidinally invests in, or “assumes [assume] an image”5, or imago, of the
“total form of his body”6, which, however, only exists on the level of the Imaginary
as “gestalt” or “ego-ideal.” While the identification of the fragmented body of the
child as bodily-imago allows for the coming into existence of the “specular I” or ego,
méconnaissance is in fact the “fundamental function of the ego”7 insofar as it denotes the inability of the Subject to recognize Symbolic or intersubjectively structured reality in favor of the Imaginary. The Black’s perception (of freedom) is therefore symptomatic of méconnaissance insofar as it is a failure to recognize the ontological structure of the (White) Human.
Jared Sexton makes this point salient in his analysis of the abolition of slavery during the Reconstruction era. Drawing on the work of legal scholars Guyora
Binder and Anthony Farley, Sexton argues that the Thirteenth Amendment, which
intended to abolish slavery, instead functioned de jure as a manumitting8 of slaves,
“redistribut[ing] the resources and power of the masters”9 to the legal domain and
displacing the experience of the slave into the reification of a structuring lack in the
letter of American law. It would be a mistake to focus on individual perceptions of
freed slaves, for the law engenders the promise of freedom in such a way that the
promise exists only as promise. Méconnaissance occurs on the level of the Imaginary when the tautological dimension of the promise is (mis)perceived as freedom.
Apropos of the putative freedom of Blacks during and after Reconstruction, it is
impossible for the Black to recognize this méconnaissance as symptom of méconnaissance, allowing the law to be revealed only as promise. This is because the misrecognition of the promise for the fulfillment of freedom is immanent to the law
itself. The law undoes itself in its Symbolic capacity. In order to reveal méconnaissance as symptom there must exist a mediating Symbolic domain via which this
misrecognition can become aware of itself in the Real. But because the Symbolic
domain embodies this misrecognition, Black méconnaissance becomes a symptom,
which, as David Marriott brilliantly argues, is masked as symptom, because it is the
structure or the “group itself [that functions] as symptom.”10 Instead of freedom, it
is the “perfection of slavery [which] issues forth” from the desire of this promise,
“the slave’s desire for equality itself.”11
Under such conditions it is the Black’s “self-assurance”12 of freedom that
takes the form of the fantasy of a desire that is without lack, or more precisely (in
the case of the Black, rather than Human) the fantasy of a desire which is not enslaved. Since this fantasy is masked by an inability to realize itself as symptom it is
a fantasy which “fugues” the “structure of the real”: “thus it is that fantasy at once
performs and masks itself.”13 This gives way to the dimension of “real fantasy”14 casting a shadow over structuring enforcement of social death in the “afterlife of
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slavery.”15 Freedom is an ontological question because in the absence of a mediating
(Black) Symbolic structure that would allow Black experience and desire to recognize themselves as méconnaissance, the ontology and psyche of the (White) Human
imposes itself as non-mediated “real fantasy.” Black experience is not only a priori
unable to distinguish itself from Whiteness, but also unable to realize that in its
dimension of masked-méconnaissance it is an attachment or identification16 to an
Anti-Black ontology embodied as the World. Let us call this masked misrecognition-cum-identification that the Black undergoes with the World the condition of
“Black Psychosis,” understood in an absolutely non-pejorative sense17, but rather as
imprisonment in the (White) Human Unconscious.

II. (En)Gendering Méconnaissance

Under the concept of “Black Psychosis” I have so far argued that Black experience
and desire (for freedom) is intrinsically a masked-méconnaissance of Whiteness.
The Black is thus “wishfully, unconsciously-already a slave to the imago of whiteness” and “this pervertibility is the condition (to be violently affirmed) of what it
means to be a black subject.”18 I will show that through this White imago Black
méconnaissance embodies itself in and through White Gender19 via an analysis of C.
Riley Snorton’s Black on Both Sides, where he addresses the issues of Blackness and
“trans” as ontological logics.
Snorton presents this logic in his analysis of the fugitive slave couple Ellen
and William Craft, who escaped from their respective slave plantations in 1848 by
disguising themselves as a male disabled White planter and his slave, respectively.
Because Ellen’s complexion was “near white” the color difference between her and
William “necessitat[ed] Ellen’s gender transformation [into a White male planter]
so that the Crafts could travel together homosocially, as was mandated by a legal
and social invective against interracial heterosociality-particularly for white mistresses-within slavery’s sexual-cum-racial logics.”20 For Snorton this embodied
“passing” exhibits how Blackness operates “in apposition” to “trans” which he resists
nominalizing “as a category of gender.”21 Rather he defines “trans” and Blackness
through the heuristic of transitivity as “the condition for what becomes known as
the human” or that which “articulates ‘the quality of passing into another condition.”22 The case of the Crafts illustrates this logic insofar as Ellen’s “cross-gendering” expresses a mode of escape by “passing into another condition” which Snorton
sees as a mode of Black fugitivity.
Does not the “passing” that occurs here, however, depend upon Black psychosis? Ellen and William’s “passing” took the form of a White slave owner and his
slave so that this “passing” from the condition of slavery into the “human” reiterated
the condition of social death. One might direct attention to Ellen’s cross-gendering
which allowed her and William to “pass” as free. This “homosocial” passing against
prohibited “interracial heterosociality,” however is a permitted transgression, one
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that takes for granted or introjects the (White) Human taboo of interracial heterosociality as the condition of possibility for “passing.” If we pay attention to the more
fundamental issue of how two Blacks “passed” by means of Gender, then the very
logic of “passing,” which Snorton articulates both as “trans” and “Blackness,” reveals
how the Black embodies its own imago as Gendered reflected back to it in the White
gaze. Passing as White is always-already what Blacks do insofar as Black experience
is a misrecognition of how Blackness is made to be White, and the mask of Gender
is a “real fantasy” which represses realizing méconnaissance as symptom. The Crafts’
could never have “passed” as themselves, as Black, regardless of heterosocial or homosocial norms. In such a way, Snorton misrecognizes or confuses Black ontology
(and “black freedom”23) by reducing the former to a White Gendered ontology.
Snorton critiques Wilderson’s assertion that there is “no philosophically
credible way to an experiential, contingent, rider onto the notion of freedom when
one considers the Black-such as freedom from gender or economic oppression”24
in the context of this case as a “refusal of the ways gender is itself a racial arrangement that expresses the transubstantiation of things.”25 However, Snorton engages
in a more basic refusal, which is how Blackness masks itself in the imago of (White)
gendered arrangement. The dispossession of the Black body comes from Gender insofar as the latter imposes the structure of the (White) Human Unconscious. Gender is quite simply how the Black masks its méconaissance (to itself!) by manifesting
itself in the embodiment of gendered flesh.26 What Snorton’s analysis of Black ontology as White Gender allows us to see is how Gender becomes the libidinally cathected displacement of “the question that rests upon” Black ontology, “black freedom.” Gender is how the Crafts’ became free.

III. Ontological Defense and the Objet petit a of the Black Unconscious

Up to this point I have argued that Black experience is fundamentally a maskedméconnaissance and that this misrecognition becomes mask in Gendered embodiment. In this section I will establish that there exists a fundamental antagonism
between Blackness and Gender in both an ontological and political sense by
grounding this antagonism in the individual Black’s embodiment. This embodiment is first revealed as a psychic conflict, in which the Black utilizes the mechanism of defense to disavow the dimension of the Black Unconscious. The resolution
occurs by a “spontaneous decision” of the Black Unconscious that it must separate
itself from its identification with Gender. Gender then is only realized the objet petit
a of the Black drive [Trieb], giving way to a psychic antagonism.
In “Calling into Being: Tranifestation, Black Trans, and the Problem of Ontology,” Calvin Warren takes up Jean-Luc Nancy’s suggestion that “ontology is a
phonology” and argues that “the law of being calls, or summons, the place of
Dasein.”27 Manifestation designates a successful “call into being” because
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The place of manifestation is this very thereness for the self. We might think of
gender, then, as a particular metaphysical coordinate along an onto-metaphysical
plane, which provides an intelligible place for the self.28

However, since the Black lacks “ontological resistance”29 it can never manifest itself
in a constitutively Anti-Black World and so attests to “an unsuccessful call-an appeal to being that is ultimately rejected.”30 The Black “does not inhabit the world as
a self but as a thing”31 and yet in such a manner that it is an “experiencing thing”32
which can experience a Gendered self while being unable to manifest itself as Gendered.
What is this (Gendered) self that the Black experiences while being unable
to experience it(self) as self? This experience of (non-)experience is what I’ve articulated as Gender insofar as it is a “real fantasy.” One must understand Gender in
the dimension of “real fantasy” as a determinate, yet phantasmatic, predication that
is able to manifest in the “onto-metaphysical plane.” The various “genderings” of
Blackness, conceived in terms of the displacement of the experience of freedom to
the realm of Gender, are physical embodiments of Black misrecognition. In this way,
Gender “is a cloak, an ontic garment” which “do[es] not fit”33 Blacks. Gender is an
accoutrement that covers up naked Black flesh, but which the Black (mis)recognizes as the Black body. Gender is the White mask the Black skin wears, the direct
embodiment of its méconaissance. The Black wears or performs its méconnaissance
on the surface, in plain sight, all the better to mask the symptom of a Blackness that
is-not.
In the Black’s complete identification with this Gender as accoutrement, a
psychic conflict arises, since the Black thinks it can manifest on the ontological
plane, able to have a self. Paradoxically, the Black engages in a mechanism of defense and disavowal of its Blackness through asserting itself as Gender. Freud argues that we know something is repressed when it “can make its way into consciousness on condition that it is denied.”34 He gives the following example of a patient’s denial: “‘You ask who this person in the dream can have been. It was not my
mother.’” However, “we emend this: so it was his mother.”35 In contradistinction,
the Black communicates its denial by an affirmation of the denied content or image:
“I am my Gender.” Language becomes psychotic. This instance of Black disavowal
would already be a radical reversal of the psychoanalytic experience, substituting
an active affirmation of the denied or repressed content (Gender) for denial or repression of the passively affirmed (insofar as it appears in consciousness). However,
this disavowal does not simply function on the level of speech implying the presence of the Other, whether external or internalized. Because the Black lives this
méconnaissance on the surface as Gender, it literally embodies its disavowal. Its disavowal is its (Gendered) body, and its body is its disavowal. Gender as a disavowal
of Blackness.
Marriott’s notion of “real fantasy” can therefore be understood as the imposed conflation of the Lacanian Imaginary qua mirror stage and Symbolic reality
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onto the Black by the (White) Human Unconscious, in which Gender appears as
the “total form of [the Black’s] body” that is nevertheless real. For, how does one
negate a disavowal, that, because embodied, manifests or appears “by itself” as it
were, without having ever entered into the mechanisms of the Black psyche insofar
as the latter is considered something internal? This is how we must understand
Fanon’s experience of the crumbling of his “corporeal schema” being replaced by “a
racial epidermal schema”36 when the little French boy cries “Look, a Negro!” This
racial epidermal schema is nothing other than the full imposition of the (White)
Human Unconscious as ontological structure onto the Black flesh, insofar as the
latter becomes a (White) Gendered body. The (White) Human Unconscious is lived
wholly on the Black’s skin, as a sedimentation that it misrecognizes as its Gendered
(self). In truth then, the Black’s psyche insofar as it is considered “internal” has
never been analyzed.
The resolution cannot occur from the outside but from within, from the
Black Unconscious of which we have no knowledge of its functioning. Since we are
in a dimension of absolute non-knowledge, of a radical passivity that can only bring
itself into existence via a radical affirmation of invention, this resolution can only
be spontaneous decision, which must immediately be qualified as Marriott argues,
as “radical indecision whose emergence introduces something entirely new into the
world.”37 Such a decision that is indecision takes the following form: The Black must
break its identification with Gender completely, absolutely separate38 from what it
perceives as its body, realizing that this body is a mask which imprisons it, giving
way to a fundamental psychic antagonism which can never be allayed in which the
Black individual lives everyday seeking to utterly negate its Gendered body, which
it now experiences as affliction or burden. Insofar as the Black must partially manifest ontologically, however, while recognizing that this Gendered appearance is not
it, it must engage in a compromise-formation39 where it no longer takes Gender as
natural given40 from the side of the (White) Human Unconscious, but rather as
partial object of the Black drive [Trieb], as what Lacan designates by the objet petit
a.41 By separating itself from its conflation with Gender, and constituting the latter
as objet petit a, the Black drive enacts the mediating function which allows it to see
Gender as completely and utterly Other from itself, coming from the side of the
World, and not of immanence. In claiming that the Black must realize Gender as
contingent and not a natural given, I am most certainly not advocating for a classic
performative theory of Gender. Whereas such a theory purports to undermine the
fiction of an “identity” that precedes repetitive Gender performance positing “identity as a normative ideal”42 that is constantly deferred, the point here is that the
Black has neither Gender nor “identity” at all. They are imposed as burdens, and
are simply descriptors of the wrong kind. If there is anything like a deferred normative ideal here, it is that of the day in which Gender can finally be negated in its
entirety by the Black, without sublation. The compromise-formation can therefore
only exist as psychic antagonism, since the Black will experience Gender as the
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imposition of an Other-Wordly authority, as ontological superego or Master, which
the Black is constantly trying to kill. This body, which the Black experiences as its
own, does not belong to it. The Black thus gives way to two bodies, one being the
Gendered body that it is not, and the other being the flesh, that “zero-degree of
social conceptualization.”43 The Black Unconscious44 is therefore this “body” which
has been lost, or stolen, the dimension of the flesh.45

Fanon’s (White) Penis
When one reads this passage a dozen times and lets oneself go-that is when one
abandons oneself to the movement of its images-one no longer perceives the Negro
but a member (limb); the Negro is eclipsed. He is made member (limb). He is penis.
—Frantz Fanon, Peau noire, masques blancs,
p. 137, my translation.

Having established the fundamental antagonism between Blackness and Gender,
we are able to see the confrontation between the Black Unconscious and the
(White) Human Unconscious as such, incarnated in the Black’s pénis. I have
amended both the Markmann and Philcox translations46 of this excerpt from
Fanon’s Peau noire, masques blancs to capture the manner in which the Black man
is mutilated in his imago, the pénis. The last two sentences in the original French
read: “Il est fait membre. Il est penis”.47 The Black is made or turned, in the present
perfect, denoting an action that is past and still constantly occurring in the “afterlife
of slavery,” into a determinate partial object, an organic member or limb, which the
Black identifies with. The second sentence is odd, for it lacks an article in front of
the French pénis.48 Based on my translation, I assert that the Black is not this or
that particular pénis, but pénis as ontological predication. This pénis is not to be
confused with the “phallus”, which is a representation of a (typically erect) penis,
indicating male virility, or the psychoanalytic concept of the “phallic function”49,
Since pénis here is most definitively anatomical organ, what would it mean to speak
of a “pénis function”? The (White) Human Unconscious ontologically imposes the
imago of the pénis in such a way that it constitutes a “real fantasy.” Both the Black
and the (White) Human see the Black as pénis, since this imago is taken as real.
This “seeing” of the Black as pénis should be taken literally since, riding on Warren’s
argument, the Black can only manifest in the ontological plane as pénis. Insofar, as
sight is an ontological function this is all one can cognize of the Black. Fanon’s penis
is White.
Almost immediately after the quoted excerpt in Peau noire, masques blancs,
Fanon addresses the issue of anatomy in regard to the Black’s pénis:
The average length of the penis among the black men of Africa, Dr. Pales says,
rarely exceeds 120 millimeters (4.6244 inches). Testut, in his Traité d’anatomie, offers the same figure for the European. But these are facts that persuade no one.50
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These anatomical facts persuade “no one” (neither the Black nor White), because
the pénis is imposed on the Black as real imago, as anatomical appendage. This is
due to the fact that the imposition of the structure of the (White) Human Unconscious onto the Black partakes of a tautological quality or the character “of a timeless enunciation: ‘that’s the way they are.’”51 The pénis appears as timeless enunciation because the White enacts its own ontologically temporal schema onto the
Black so that it situates a “loss of animation” in the “imaginary representations of
what is missing or visibly absent from others.”52 The pénis appears quite literally as
rigid, erect, fixated and timeless because the White imposes onto the Black “a rigidity of thought”53, in which the Black loses all capacity of animation and proprioception. The Black experiences its Gendered body as it(self) because the (White)
Human Unconscious imposes this Gendering in such a way that it is anatomical,
for how could the Black deny this rigidity which immanently emerges from its corpus, the pénis? And how could the Black not consider anatomy to be it(self)? The
(White) Human Unconscious projects onto the Black a Gender, (necessarily contingent) that becomes rigid, a “gendered anatomy”54. The Black’s pénis, is, in its anatomical dimension, purely contingent as anatomy.
In Fanon’s psychiatric dissertation, which we know he was writing at the
same time as Peau noire, masques blancs,55 he was concerned with establishing the
irreducibility of the mental to the biological (specifically neurological). In the analysis of a case of a child patient with Roussy-Levy Syndrome, Fanon notes that the
boy exhibited a muscular impairment which affected his personality. The boy says:
Whenever I walk for a period of time, I’m forced to stop myself because it seems
to me that it is not I who walks. I do not feel that my legs walk by own desire; I do
not move; I am transported as if I were in a car. I do not feel my personality.56

The boy feels as though he does not walk through his own desire. He does not walk,
he is walked in the passive, experiencing himself in the third person, as if some unknown force were walking him. Due to this proprioceptive difficulty, Fanon says
that the “result is a declining of the notion of the ego and the personality.”57 Because
of proprioceptive constraints, the self is limited and diminished. Of the reason for
this, Fanon says, “the sane man is a social man. This means to say again, psychologically, that the measure of a sane man is more or less perfect integration into the
socius.”58 This emphasis on the socius echoes Fanon’s insistence on sociogeny59 in
Peau noire, masques blancs. We must read the issue of the Black’s pénis in analogy
to this. The ontological infliction of the pénis is an anatomical limiting of the Black’s
proprioception, and thus a sociogenic imposition. It is not so much, therefore, that
the Black “is penis” as much as he is pénised, passively by some Other controlling it
(“…It was no longer a question of being aware of my body in the third person but in
a triple person”60). This anatomical proprioceptive constraint limits the Black’s integration into the socius, for the Black is only a pénis.
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This proprioceptive constraint or the inability of integration into the socius
because of an imposition of an anatomical organ cuts to the heart of issues surrounding Trans and Black Trans studies. (White) cis-gendered or queer individuals
are able to express their desires (what one wants) within the anatomical bodies they
are given and are in identification (who one wants to be, and be seen as)61 with,
having access to the “illusory mastery”62 (identification) over their gendered imago
that is constitutive of the mirror stage. In the case of trans individuals, however, as
Patricia Gherovici notes, “sexual identity issues revolve around a particular body, a
body one is not born into, one that one becomes.”63 Psychoanalytically speaking64
then, the trans individual does not experience the necessary “illusory mastery” over
their anatomical body which is equivalent to saying that trans individuals are not
able to express their desires or inhabit their mode of jouissance65 within the gender,
or anatomical body, they are given. There exists a leveled down antagonism between desire and identification, which can be resolved dialectically when the trans
individual alters their anatomical body (what one identifies with) in order to enjoy
their mode of jouissance (desire) since the latter “seeks a place to be inscribed,
which is the body.”66
For the (White) trans individual, anatomy becomes gendered performance
or a means to achieve their jouissance and moreover is indicative of the fact that
this performance of “gender does not transparently denote [its] desiring position.”67
My lowercasing of “Gender” in the case of (White) trans, connotes then the fact that
“gender” and “desire” are not identical, and that the anatomical body, or gender,
must be brought “into closer alignment with one’s own desire.”68 As Jordan Osserman argues, on the level of desire or jouissance, the (White) trans individual is still
determined by sexual difference because it “concerns the desiring position one
adopts in relation to castration, to the phallus”69 as signifier and allows for an increased proprioception in the socius. This is particularly instructive for the case of
the Black and Black trans because my persistent uppercasing of “Gender” in reference to Blackness is indicative of the fact that desire and identification (gender in
lowercase) are made to be identical under the ontological structure of the (White)
Human Unconscious. Thus, the Black trans individual cannot but utterly identify
with (its) Gender70 which is symptomatic of the fact that the Black both wants to
be and to have Whiteness. Paradoxically, in the case of Black trans, or when Blackness is “grafted onto” trans, it “covertly reifies the aforementioned binaries”71 (gendered anatomy and identification), which were in antagonism in the case of (White)
trans, making them more securely seen and experienced as natural. This naturalization of the antagonism inherent in trans is nowhere better evidenced than in
Fanon’s (White) pénis. Fanon’s pénis is but an always-already performed ontological anatomical surgery by the (White) Human Unconscious, which has the effect of
making it appear that Fanon’s jouissance and gender align in the imposition of Gender. Fanon (and all Blacks) are trans(gender) in the (White) Human Unconscious.
The Black is then both “transgendered and ungendered”72 in such a way that the
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imposition of (trans)Gender reveals its (un)Gendering for, as Erik Hollis argues,
Blackness and Gender are “two incommensurate positions, attempting to merge, a
collision that results in incomplete halves making a fractured (w)hole.”73 This
(w)hole of Blackness and Gender which appears as one reveals the hole that is
Blackness as absolute contradistinction to trans for it comprises a jouissance that is
utterly singular and cannot be realized through anatomical changes, because this
anatomical implantation is the way the Black is made to be (White). If the Black
undergoes further anatomical changes this is because it can never find enjoyment,
and merely seeks out the least constraining prison. Ultimately jouissance as Black
flesh seeks to utterly negate not only the current object of its investment, but the
body as organization itself, so as to free itself in an expenditure without reserve, as
pure proprioceptive capacity.

Conclusion: Whither Racial Desire?
I had originally intended to write this article about “racial desire.” I found that I
could not do this without addressing the fundamental antagonism between Blackness and Gender, so as to locate Gender as a position within the (White) Human
Unconscious. I therefore pose my initial idea as an inquiry: If the Black is not Gender but seeks to destroy it, would it be possible for a “racial desire” to come into
existence, which would determine desire by racial considerations alone? This “racial desire” cannot be a “racial fetishism” for the realm of fetishistic projection is
that of “real fantasy” imposed by the (White) Human Unconscious in the experience of Gender as a bodily sedimentation. What we would normally describe as
racial fetishism is in fact gender fetishism insofar as the White fixates Gender onto
the racial Other. What the putative racial fetishist desires is in fact his own projection of Gender. Could there be a “racial desire” which takes only into account the
desires, hatred, love, and anger that, for example, Blacks, Asian-Americans, Latin@s
the Indigenous have for each other without reference to (White) Gender in a kind
of “trans-racial primal scene”74? Beyond a facile call for racial solidarity, I envision
“racial desire” as something like a tactic of the intimate which nevertheless or precisely because of its emphasis on intimacy, love and sex takes as its task the end the
World. How does such an enormous task result from such a putatively everyday
affair? This is because “racial desire” is a call for a psychoanalytic structure which
withdraws from the World. In other words, another (racial) psychoanalysis is possible!75 The elaboration and realization of such a psychoanalysis would allow us rid
ourselves of our White psyches and end the World. For these psyche-somas are not
ours-they are mere adornments that we wear like hats and masks that we put on to
pass in the World. Would not cultivating this alternative psychic formation be an
“invention into existence?”76
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